Archaeology and Physical Anthropology
Lecture Series Spring 2014

Social Sciences 1, Rm 261, Wednesdays @ 12:30pm
**Refreshments will be provided

April 16th  Workshop- Applying to Graduate School

April 30th  *Fishermen, Pirates, and Corporations on Isla Cedros, Baja California: Contemporary Encounters and some Perspectives on the Past*, Matthew Des-Lauriers, CSU Northridge

May 7th  *The Archaeology and Ethnohistory of Building Community in Native California*, Kathleen Hull, UC Merced

May 14th  *Bodies of Work: The Organization of Everyday Life Activities in Urban New Spain*, Julie Wesp, UC Berkeley

May 28th  *Integrating Paleoethnobotanical Approaches in the Study of Food: a Case Study from the Peruvian Preceramic*, Neil Duncan, Stanford University

June 4th  TBA, Kelila Jaffe, NYU

Sponsored by the Department of Anthropology and the Anthropology Society